
Overcasting Foot•	
Blind Hem Foot•	
Satin Stitch Foot•	
Hemmer Foot•	

Cording Foot•	
Zigzag Foot•	
Overedge Foot•	
Button Sewing Foot•	

Buttonhole Foot•	
Darning Foot•	
Zipper Foot•	

*Standard accessories not shown in photo are stored under tray.

Features and availablity subject to change without notice. © Janome America, Inc. 2009

You can alter the 
foot pressure depending on your project. 
Want less pressure for maneuvering while 
free motion quilting? Sewing with sheer 
or delicate fabrics?  Simply set it to a lower 
pressure setting.

Adjustable Foot 
Pressure

Auto-Tension System

Switch from sewing on regular 
fabric to a quilt sandwich with 

no problem!  The MC5200 will automatically sew the 
tension so you achieve perfect stitch consistency on 
any thickness.  A convenient indicator lamp lights up 
when the Auto-Tension system is in use.

Bright Dual Lighting

Lights are positioned at the 
base of the needle and above 
the workspace table for better 

viewing and less eye strain.

Top-Loading 
Full Rotary Hook 
System
The quiet rotary 

system is jam-proof and hassle free, and the 
clear bobbin cover makes it easy to check 
how much bobbin thread is remaining.

Variable Speed Control

Pick up the pace on straight 
stitches, take it easy on the 
curves; the Variable Speed 

Control lets you adjust the sewing speed to your 
preference.

Fully Automatic Sensor 
Buttonholes
Drop your button into the slid-
ing gauge and the foot makes 
the buttonhole the right size 

every time.  The 10 styles of automatic sensor but-
tonholes include square, rounded, keyhole, heirloom, 
knit and welted.

Superior Feed System (SFS)
A seven-piece feed dog 
(pictured) works with the 
jam-proof rotary hook, foot 
pressure and automatic tension 

to give you perfect control and great results with every 
stitch. Start right at the edge of your fabric, or quilt 
through layers- the SFS handles any job with complete 
precision.

Bobbin Winder 
Thread Cutter
Lets you cut your 
bobbin thread with 

ease after the bobbin is wound.

Swing Open Face Plate

Adjusting foot pressure and 
removing any thread lint is a 
cinch.

Automatic Straight Stitch Needle Plate•	
Stitch Combination to Memory•	
Stitch Elongation•	
Mirrored Editing•	
5 Recall Memory Banks•	
201 utility and Decorative Stitches•	
10 One-Step Buttonholes•	
3 Fonts with European Characters•	
Large, Backlit and Easy to Read LCD Screen•	
Maximum Zigzag Width- 7mm•	
Maximum Stitch Length- 5mm•	
Variable Speed Control•	
Programmable Needle Up/Down•	

Start/Stop Button•	
One-Hand Needle Threader•	
Bobbin Winder Thread Cutter•	
Free Arm/Flat Bed Convertible•	
Auto-Tension System•	
Top-Loading Full Rotary Hook  System•	
Extra High Presser Foot Lift•	
Drop Feed Dog•	
Snap-On Presser Feet•	
Built-in Accessory Storage Box•	
Dual Lights•	
Electronic Foot Control•	
Optional Accessories Available•	

Add Precision
To Creativity

Memory Craft 5200

Memory Craft 5200 Features

Standard Accessories

Accessible, East-to-Use Features



Handy Shortcuts
                    at Your Fingertips
Keep your hands and your eyes close to your project at all 
times.  Shortcut buttons are placed directly above the needle 
for easy use during projects.  You’ll find the Memorized 
Needle Up/Down, Locking Stitch, and Reverse Stitch Button 
conveniently located on the front of the machine.  The 
Start/ Stop Button lets you sew without using the foot con-
trol - you can even press and hold this button to slow down 
your stitching for extra control.

Customize and Save Your Favorite Stitches
201 utility and decorative stitches, 10 automatic sensor buttonholes, plus three fonts provide options galore! Choose a stitch
combination, then edit and save them with the MC5200’s easy editing capability. Adjust the length and width, elongate and mirror 
stitches, and combine them into patterns.  Five Memory Banks let you store your combinations, and then recall them easily at the 
push of a button.

A Janome Original-
Automatic Straight Stitch Needle Plate
No need to change the needle plate for quilt piecing!  The MC5200 is ready when you are.  Janome’s innovative engineering 
makes it easy to switch between straight stitch and zigzag without switching the needle plate. Simply select straight stitch 
1 through 3 and the MC5200 automatically reduces the size of the  needle hole. This innovative design is a Janome original.

201 Utility and Decorative stitches, plus three fonts

One-Hand Needle Threader
Thread the needle easily without eye strain using the convenient 
One-Hand Needle Threader - its advanced design keeps the lever 
in place for easy  one handed threading.  Pull the thread across the 
threader and watch as it is automatically fed through the eye of the 
needle.

A Janome Memory Craft with Star Power!
The stylishly desingned Memory Craft 5200 provides excellent versatility including an 
automatic straight stitch needle plate, an abundance of unsurpassed features and over 
200 handy stitch designs.
Edit and save your combinations to five on-board memory banks for easy recall and use 
in later projects; sew perfect stitches with automatic tension, whether it’s decorative 
stitch smocking on a lightweight dress, or straight stitching on a quilt.   The Memory Craft 
5200 is feature- rich and the perfect tool to help you realize your creative potential.

Adjust the length and 
width, elongate and 
mirror stitches and com-
bine into patterns.

Five memory banks let 
you store your combined 
patterns for convenient 
recall with the simple 
press of a button.


